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one world
When we opened our first store in 1986, we made two promises.

The first to you, our customers, assured that we would offer the

finest home furnishings from artisans across the globe — products

of quality that would endure and grace your home.

The second promise spoke to our global commitment to the 

environment. Understanding that the endangered rainforests are

home to two-thirds of the world’s plant and animal species, we

made a promise to never use woods from the rainforests, and

only use natural materials from renewable and recycled resources.

We remain committed to that early vision, and to those promises.

When you shop at Arhaus, you can feel confident knowing that

our pledge to protect our world is reflected in everything we do.

For your world. And for ours.

John P. Reed
Founder, Arhaus Furniture



spring awakenings
renew 
refresh 
relax
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DUNE BASIL COLLECTION
With its Retro-inspired silhouette, complete with clean lines and sleek track arms, the Dune Basil Collection is luxuriously inviting.
Wrapped in a beautifully woven, 100% pre-washed cotton slipcover, the fresh shade of sweet basil green is one of six fabulous
colors available to complement any décor. In addition, you can order additional slipcovers from more than 400 decorator-inspired
fabrics. Endlessly versatile, this collection offers 24 distinctive pieces from which to choose.

A. Dune Basil Sofa B. Dune Basil Chair C. Dune Basil Ottoman
88”w x 40”d x 36”h 39”w x 40”d x 36”h 32”w x 27”d x 17”h
Spring Special $1899 Spring Special $1159 Spring Special $499
Regular $2749 Regular $1649 Regular $749

A

clean lines
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ASOLO DINING COLLECTION
Perched on a lush mountainside in Northern Italy, the town of Asolo is known as The City of a Hundred Horizons. 
Inspired by the rich history of that city, our Asolo Dining Collection springs to life in glorious style at the hands 
of gifted Italian cabinetmakers. The Asolo Table offers exquisite hand-carved details and a beautiful multi-tonal 
patina. Grandly proportioned, the circular tabletop is finished with gently softened edges. The Asolo Buffet 
features two cabinet doors with thick, hand-carved moldings, and is accented with antiqued solid brass hardware. 
The Asolo Chair, boasting a sleek, oval back rest and generous seat, is upholstered in chic, black eco-leather, a 
beautiful and durable faux leather that lends sophistication. This impeccably designed collection exudes 
Old World style, and creates a magnificent presentation in any dining space.

A. Large Asolo Table
71”rd x 30.5”h
Spring Special $2899
Regular $3599

B. Asolo Buffet
67”l x 23”d x 44.25”h
Spring Special $3299
Regular $4199

C. Asolo Side Chair
22”l x 19”d x 41”h
Spring Special $449
Regular $539

Italian hand-crafted

TULIP POPLAR WOOD

In keeping with our 

environmental commitment, 

the Asolo Dining Table and 

Asolo Buffet are constructed 

with solid and veneered 

Tulip Poplar, a plantation 

grown and harvested wood
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D. Asolo Mirror
22”l x 19”d x 41”h
Spring Special $
Regular $
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functional details
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BENTLEY BEDROOM COLLECTION
Originally crafted more than two centuries ago for the British Army gentlemen-officer class, Campaign-style furniture defined ease of transportation, 
assembly and style. The Bentley Bedroom Collection exemplifies modern-day Campaign style while retaining the original concepts and functional details. 
Each piece is made from solid Mindi wood and Mindi wood veneers, and fully finished, including the inside and bottom of each drawer. With its rich wood 
patina and decorative solid brass bracket accents, this is one of our most popular bedroom collections and beautifully suited for today’s American bedroom.

A. Bentley 1 Drawer Nightstand B. Bentley Queen Bed C. Bentley Lamp D. Bentley Storage Trunk E. Gentleman’s Wardrobe
20”w x 16”d x 28”h 65”w x 81”d x 51”h X”w x X”d x X”h 47”w x 18”d x 18”h 44.5”w x 20”d x 64”h
Spring Special $999 Spring Special $999 Spring Special $ Spring Special $429 Spring Special $1119
Regular $1299 Regular $1299 Regular $ Regular $569 Regular $1469



MINDI WOOD 

In keeping with our environmental 

commitment, the Bentley Bedroom 

and Bentley Desk Collections are 

constructed with solid and veneered

Mindi wood, a timber indigenous 

to Indonesia that boasts an exquisite

grain and strength similar to 

Ash and Oak hardwoods.

crafted style
BENTLEY DESK COLLECTION
The Bentley Desk Collection was inspired by the Campaign style of furniture of the 18th and 
19th centuries. Crafted for the gentlemen-officer class of the British Army, Campaign-style 
furniture defined ease of transportation, assembly and style. This collection offers 11 flawlessly 
functional pieces that includes desks, tables, bookcases and cabinets.  Each piece is made from
solid Mindi wood and Mindi wood veneers and completely finished, including the inside and 

bottom of each drawer.  

A. Bentley Narrow Bookcase C. Bentley Executive Desk
23”w x 15.75”d x 85” Reg $      Special$
Spring Special $719 71”w x 31.5”d x 30”h
Regular $909 Regular $1629

B. Bentley Wide Bookcase D. Courthouse Desk Chair
44.5”w x 15.75”d x 85”h Reg $      Special$
Spring Special $1029
Regular $1299 E. Bellamy Lamp

Reg $      Special$
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F. Bentley Tall Wall Unit
100"w x 24"d x 74"h
Spring Special $
Regular $



LANDSBURY SECTIONAL 
With generous contours and deep, comfortable seating, the Landsbury sectionaleasily accommodates groups of friends, private afternoons for two 
and precious solitary moments.  Landsbury wraps around your living room as comfortably as its soft micro-chenille exterior wraps around your body.
Rolled arms and loose pillow-back styling create a transitional look that can shift from contemporary to casual, depending on your personal touches.
As part of the renowned Camden Collection, we’re pleased to offer 19 coordinating pieces from which to choose. Select from seven beautiful fabrics 
at no additional charge, or if you wish, you can choose from more than 400 custom-order fabrics for a slight price increase.

A. Landsbury Sectional
144"w x 104"d x 38"h
Spring Special $4399
Regular $6399 

A
B

effortless beauty
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CARTIER COFFEE TABLE
This coffee table exemplifies the three hallmarks of French cottage style: 
inviting atmosphere, practical use of space and effortless beauty. Its open, 
inviting design offers a breath of fresh air to your living space. Available 
in amber or black, this special table offers generous storage 
and display capacity.

B. Cartier Coffee Table
32.25"w x 32.25"d x 22.5"h
Spring Special $399
Regular $499

Also available in black



SONOMA SECTIONAL
Wrapped in beautiful and durable top-grain leather and inspired by timeless design, the Sonoma 
merges clean, retro-inspired styling with cozy, overstuffed cushions. Natural shading and distinctive 
markings in the leather grain add luxurious individuality to each piece. The sophisticated silhouette, 
with its squared arms and tapered block feet, complements a wide range of decors. Choose from 
22 pieces in this beautifully designed collection to create a special gathering place for family 
and friends.

A. Sonoma Sectional B. Clear Storage Jar Lamp
120"w x 92"d x 36"h Spring Special $

Spring Special $8999 Regular $259

Regular $11,989

QUALITY LEATHER

Our top-grain, golden-brown 

Sauvage leather gets its color from 

aniline dye, and the result is a rich, 

luminous hue that penetrates the 

full depth of the hyde. Meticulous 

tailoring and Old World 

craftsmanship produce leather 

that is supple, luxuriously textured 

and naturally radiant.

Detail close-up of Charleston 
table top

timeless design
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CHARLESTON TABLES
When intercontinental trade between Victorian England and the Far East dramatically increased during the
19th century, distinctive Asian motifs began penetrating traditional lines of British art and design. These 
distinctive tables are accented by antiqued, solid brass inlay tabletops, embossed with an ornate design 
of botanical-inspired scrolls. The hand-turned legs are reminiscent of shapely bamboo, and the hardwood
base is expertly finished through a multi-step process

C. Charleston Coffee Table D. Charleston End Table

38”w x 38”d x 20”h 24”w x 24”d x 26”h

Spring Special $499 Spring Special $299

Regular $599 Regular $479
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MIDTOWN DINING TABLE
Inspired by 18th Century Dutch country design and balanced with a modern attitude, the Midtown Dining Table is a study in contrasts. 
The rectangular tabletop features a hand-carved inlay of solid Ebony that accentuates its angular lines, while the hand-turned legs boast exaggerated
curves. Two refectory leaves, concealed within the apron, open to reveal nearly 60 inches of additional serving space to comfortably seat 12.

A. Midtown Dining Table B. Zoe Buffet C. Zona X-Back Side Chair
42”w x 72”l x 30.5”h 74”w x 17”d x 35”h 21”w x 22.5”d x 39”h
Spring Special $1999 Spring Special $999 Spring Special $0
Regular $2399 Regular $1199 Regular $0

MIDTOWN OCCASIONAL COLLECTION
Featuring an ideal blend of 18th Century Dutch country design with a modern twist, the Midtown 
Occasional Collection updates traditional silhouettes with a 21st Century feel. The coffee table’s 
flip-top design unfolds to create the perfect table for game night, while the flip-top console 
can serve as both a buffet and practical side table for entertaining. 

D. Midtown Console E. Midtown End Table F. Midtown Coffee Table
60”w x 18”d x 31”h 30”w x 24”l x 24”h 29”w x 54”l x 20”h
Spring Special $899 Spring Special $499 Spring Special $899
Regular $1079 Regular $599 Regular $1079

elegant ambiance
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vintage charm

ST. LUCIA BED
The Caribbean island of St. Lucia has evolved over centuries into a fusion of French Creole culture and classic British style. Our St. Lucia bed derives 
inspiration from both, exuding irresistible romance and vintage charm. The graceful lines of the bed infuse solid wrought iron with a sense of lightness 
and fluidity; the distinctive vintage finish invokes the spirit of another era; and cast-iron ball finials float atop each bedpost. 

A. St. Lucia Queen Bed
65”w x 85”l x 63”h
Spring Special $599
Regular $879
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VIENNA OCCASIONAL COLLECTION
Our lovely Vienna Collection is hand-painted and captures the rustic spirit of the turn-of-the-20th Century Arts & Crafts era. 
Subdued florals grace the rich wood finishes; light distressing of the wood results in the gently aged quality that is characteristic 
of antiques from this era. 

B. Vienna Secretary C. Vienna Chair D. Vienna Round End Table E. Bird Lamp F. Vienna Cabinet
25”w x 15”d x 40.5”h 21”w x 18”d x 35”h 20”dia x 24”h Spring Special $349 34”w x 15”d x 36”h
Spring Special $299 Spring Special $159 Spring Special $299 Regular $479 Spring Special $349
Regular $479 Regular $249 Regular $359
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creative retreat

ALDERSON DESK SYSTEM
Your home office should be more than a space to conduct business.
It should be a private sanctuary that motivates and energizes. 
With our Alderson Desk System, you can transform your work 
space into a creative retreat where inspiration takes root and ideas
bloom. The simple yet sophisticated design incorporates solid
Gemelina wood and Birch veneers to showcase the warmth and 
beauty of genuine wood while delivering strength and durability. 
Fully finished on all sides, and with 6 pieces in this well-appointed 
collection, you can achieve a harmonious look for your entire 
office space.

CATANIA CHAIRS
The Catania Chair feels like an authentic heirloom piece, from its swooping arms to it luxurious 
upholstery. The solid Beech wood frame is hand-shaped to capture glorious curves, from the 
serpentine crest to the smooth arms to the refined cabriole legs. The high, supportive back and
wide, padded seat lend comfort. Create your own custom look by special ordering this chair from
more than 400 designer inspired fabrics in our Camden Collection for a slight price increase.

Catania Chair Catania Bisque Chair
28W x 34”d x 41”h 28W x 34”d x 41”h
Spring Special $1199 Spring Special $1199
Regular $1599 Regular $1599

A. Alderson Bookcase C. Alderson Hutch E. Sullivan Desk Chair
40”w x 16”d x 80”h 70”w x 14”d x 38”h 35”w x 24”d x 43”h
Spring Special $74 Spring Special $599 Spring Special $1499
Regular $899 Regular $719 Regular $1949

B. Alderson Return Desk D. Alderson Executive Desk F. Bellamy Desk Lamp
68”w x 22”d x 30.75”h 70”w x 32”d x 30.375”h Spring Special $
Spring Special $1039 Spring Special $1399 Regular $
Regular $1249 Regular $1679

Bisque finish
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BRINKLEY SOFA, CHAIR AND OTTOMAN
The Brinkley Sofa captures exudes an easy, breezy ambiance with its soft slipcover of 100% 
pre-washed cotton, in a crisp, clean cabana stripe. This fresh look is completed by a pleated, waterfall 
skirt and plump rolled arms. Blending gentle shades of taupe, flax, cream and mocha into the cabana 
stripe, the fabric becomes deliciously neutral and mixes well with pattern and florals. The Brinkley Chair 
and Ottoman feature 100% pre-washed cotton slipcovers in a crisp check motif of taupe and cream. 
The slipcover fits snugly over the base and is trimmed in matching fabric welting for a softly tailored look.

C. Brinkley Sofa D. Brinkley Chair E. Brinkley Ottoman
85”w x 38”d x 35”h 41”w x 38”d x 35”h 28”w x 21”d x 17”h
Spring Special $1799 Spring Special $1029 Spring Special $479
Regular $2399 Regular $1459 Regular $709

irresistibly cozy

ALEX CHAIR COLLECTION
Inspired by the designs frequently found in Paris cigar bars in the 1920s and 
1930s, the Alex Chair is a customer favorite. Originally introduced in black 
leather, it is now available in a wide range of decorator colors, including 
Promenade Chinese Red, Alex Cream, Harness Brown and Brussels Apple, 
along with your choice of more than 400 exclusive fabrics. 

A. Alex Chair Fabric B. Alex Chair Leather
28.5”w x 32.5”d x 36.5” h 28.5”w x 32.5”d x 36.5” h
Spring Special $1379 Spring Special $1599
Regular $1859 Regular $2249

B
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ANDUZE DINING COLLECTION
The Anduze Dining Table offers a unique combination of finishes - a rich, multi-tonal ash and a distressed butter yellow, which makes this table a 
memorable addition to any dining area. Built with solid Beech wood legs and apron, and a solid and veneered Ash wood top, this wonderful table 
also offers two 18-inch wide refectory leaves for additional guest seating. The Anduze Chair design incorporates a wheat sheaf, a traditional symbol 
representing life, goodness and prosperity. It has graced French households since the 12th Century. Our Anduze Chair captures this timeless design 
perfectly, framing it with delicately-turned legs and beautifully-carved details. With a subtle, hand-distressed finish, this heirloom-quality piece will be
cherished for decades. The table and chairs are available in yellow, black or white.

A. Anduze Dining Table C. Anduze Side Chair
36”w x 60”l x 30”h Spring Special $
Spring Special $ Regular $
Regular $

B. Anduze Arm Chair D. Claudette Chandelier
Spring Special $ 0”w x 0”l x 0”h
Regular $ Spring Special $

Regular $

french comfort
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Expands to 86”
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Large Etched Cylinder
Spring Special $
Regular $89 Small Etched Cylinder

Spring Special $
Regular $59 Rectangle Vase

Spring Special $
Regular $19

Exton Iron Lamp
Spring Special $
Regular $79

Copper Candlestick 
Table Lamp
Spring Special $
Regular $399

Bird Lamp with Bird Finial
Spring Special $
Regular $129

Ginger Glass Table Lamp
Spring Special $
Regular $179

Clear Storage Jar Lamp
Spring Special $
Regular $259

Little Brass Birds
Spring Special $
Regular $

Bell Jar Small
Spring Special $
Regular $

Bell Jar Large
Spring Special $
Regular $

Botanical Prints
Spring Special $
Regular $

ARHAUS RECYCLED GLASS

To create these unique 

works of art, artisans heat 

recycled glass to temperatures 

of more than 1000 degrees, 

blowing and fusing 

the glass meticulously 

to form each delicate feature.

How do you adorn your space? Beauty is found in the details; the intricacies that
make your house a home. Whether you prefer simplicity, whimsy or a flair for 
the dramatic, our selection of accessories provides cherished objects to 
complete your look.

accessories 



COLORADO
Denver
Cherry Creek North
303.394.1001

FLORIDA
Naples
5023 Tamiami Trail North
239.435.3569

Palm Beach Gardens
Legacy Place
561.775.6223

INDIANA
Carmel
Merchant’s Square
317.574.2810

KENTUCKY
Lexington
Hamburg Pavilion
859.264.0772

Louisville
Mall St. Matthews
502.891.1551

MASSACHUSETTS
Burlington
Wayside Commons
781.273.2800

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Arborland Shopping Center
734.975.6720

COPPER ARABESQUE DINING TABLE
Copper and iron, strength and grace, forged with ancient techniques for today's
lifestyle. Three thousand individual hammer marks on our copper top glint in the
light, and on the edge find the outline of a butterfly, the trademark of the family
workshop where these tables are make exclusively for us. Made one at a time, 
no two tables will ever be exactly alike. Set atop the hand-forged wrought iron
base, this table does double duty as both the dining room table and fine, 
glimmering sculpture.

RECYCLED COPPER 

TABLE TOPS

Our beautiful, hand-crafted 

copper table tops are created 

high in the mountains of Mexico 

by traditional artisans. 

The hand-hammered tops are 

made from 100% recycled 

copper, and carefully finished 

to reflect the distinct patina 

and original markings 

of the copper 

A. Arabesque Dining Table
80”w x 46”d x 30”h
Spring Special $2999
Regular $3959

B. Jordan Side Chair
Spring Special $479
Regular $599

C. Jordan Armchair
Spring Special $
Regular $

D. Ovada Chandelier
Spring Special $
Regular $

Birmingham
202 North Old Woodward
Avenue
248.258.8813

MISSOURI
Brentwood
Brentwood Square
Next to Whole Foods
314.968.3401

NEW YORK
Rochester
EastView Mall
585.223.2010

OHIO
Akron
2246 West Market Street
330.867.4023

Canton
5501 Dressler Road NW
330.497.1510

Columbus
Polaris Town Center
614.847.4279

Cincinnati
Deerfield Towne Center
513.770.5800

Kenwood Towne Centre
513.791.4200
35 Tri-County Parkway
513.326.5100

Dayton
1065 Miamisburg-Centerville Road
937.291.5360

Lyndhurst
Legacy Village
216.382.6053

Perrysburg
Levis Commons
419.931.0240

Westlake
Crocker Park
440.617.0373

PENNSYLVANIA
Shadyside
235 South Highland Avenue
412.362.7005

Wexford
12075 Perry Highway
724.934.5390

VIRGINIA
Fairfax 
Fairfax Corner
703.968.9688

McLean
Tysons Corner Center
703.734.9001

Richmond
Short Pump Town Center
804.364.9022

COMING SOON
Illinois
Chicago-Lincoln Park

Maryland
Baltimore-TBA
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